
Hardboard Range 2018 



The Vortex . . . the game changer. 
Stability 3 Speed 5 Agility 3 

VORTEX 14’ x 23.30” x 8.5” x 304L x 11.5kg 
VORTEX 14’ x 26” x 9.3” x 339L x 11kg

Vortex 14

Art Number: 180.120.140 Vortex 14’ x 23.3”
Art Number: 180.121.140 Vortex 14’ x 26”

How do you improve upon a truly 
classic design which has won many 
a race and won the hearts of many.

For 2018 we made the decision to 
marginally raise the side walls of the 
Vortex and to drop the deck just a 
little to make it even more 
manageable and drier, to make a 
great board, even better in being 
able to take on a slightly wider 
range of conditions.

Note the 23.30 is considerably lower in volume than 
the 24 and 26” wide models, due to less overall 
thickness in the nose area.



The Vortex XL . . . that bit extra. 
Stability 3 Speed 5 Agility 4

VORTEX XL 14’ x 24” x 9.3” x 332L x 11.9kg 

Vortex XL

Art Number: 180.122.140

The larger version of the regular Vortex, the 
Vortex XL provides added volume for the 
paddler of 80kg and above ensuring choppy 
waters can be handled with ease. Having the 
same great lines as the Vortex regular, the XL 
has proved itself in the toughest of races and 
is a pure joy to paddle. Dual drain holes keep 
the deck dry when the going gets rough.



VANQUISH surf race . . .
14’x 24” x 7.1” x 310L  

Vanquish 14’ SurfRace
With ever growing preference for the 14’ race board, we’ve had to ensure we have a design that 
ticks the boxes for improved beach break handling on the way out and way back in - and in 
addition ease of downwind performance and handling and turning. These performance 
requirements place a great range of expectations in a board of this nature. 

We turned our focus to that of surf lifesaving and some of the prone boards used for rescue. We 
took out the elements we felt would serve the board’s needs and the result is a board which has a  
novo-retro feel to it and takes even some elements from the old school windsurfing - no need to 
reinvent the wheel, simply take what is known and make the best use of these design elements.

• The nose area is full and duck-bill in profile to absorb impact and travel over rather than 
through on-coming waves with the intention of softening the impact of rougher water while 
permitting ease of water run off and ample buoyancy to prevent excess nose burying. 
 
• Relatively long and straight parallel lines ensures excellent balance in terms of the boards 
spread of buoyancy, giving added directional control and improved downwind performance over 
a greater range of conditions. The wide squared tail area ensures that stepping back gives you 
plenty of standing area and control.

• Marginal scooped deck eliminates the need for scuppers and avoids swamping issues and 
improves speed of re-mounting in the case of a fall.
 
• Shallow concave for breaking surface tension and channelling water under pressure.

Art Number: 180.130.140



The Equinox . . . the ocean sleigh. 
Stability 3 Speed 5 Agility 4 

EQUINOX 14’ x 24.6” x 8.80” x 351L x 11.5kg

Equinox 14

Art Number: 180.100.140 Equinox 14’

Foredeck has been extended further back to 
cover up dead space, reduced the potential for 
any swamping, increasing volume and improving 
the overall balance of the board.

Attempting to improve a proven 
design is never easy, but in the case 
of the Equinox 14’ we’ve addressed 
in particular the standing area.

We’ve lengthened the upper deck 
cowling to make for a smaller step 
down area, which further reduces 
the potential fo swamping. 

This has added additional buoyancy.

We also reduced the angle of the 
rear standing area to be flatter, for 
better footing.

All in all this improved the space in 
which the paddler stands in terms of 
sure-footedness so as the paddler 
can now get even more from this 
superb design.



Diamond EVA step back pad

Smooth EVA paddling area

Central carry handle

Single US box

Rear leash mount

Grab and go handle

Leash mount
FCS mount

Expansion valve

Comfortable, stable paddling area

Semi-displaced nose area. 
Adds speed and glide.

Alternate handle mounting 
point

The Slipstream . . . the quiet achiever. 
Stability 3 Speed 4 Agility 4 

SLIPSTREAM 12’6 x 26” x 7.5” x 235L x 9.5kg 
Art Number: 180.141.126  
SLIPSTREAM PRO 12’6 x 23.3” x 7.5” x 220L x 9kg 
Art Number: 180.140.126

RECORD HOLDER / WINNER 2016 RIVER DART RACE UK  
WINNER OF BATTLE OF THE THAMES 2016 
WINNER OF CHATTER JACK USA 2016

Slipstream



Central carry handle
Rear leash mount

Grab and go handle

Leash mount

FCS mount

Expansion valve

Alternate handle mounting 
point

Equinox 12’6 . . . ocean technician. 
Stability 3 Speed 5 Agility 5 

EQUINOX 12’6 x 25” x 9” x 252L x 10.8kg 
Art Number: 180.100.126

Diamond EVA

Equinox 12’6



Diamond EVA step back pad

Smooth EVA paddling area

Rear cargo area

Central carry handle

Single US box

Rear leash mount

Grab and go handle
Leash mount

FCS mount

Expansion valve

Carbon/Glass/Innegra/construction

Kevlar reinforcement

Kevlar reinforcement

Comfortable, stable paddling area

Wide semi-displaced nose area. 
Adds speed and glide.

Alternate handle 
mounting point

Carbon glass construction Malia . . . touring, speed and stability 
Stability 4 Speed 4 Agility 3 

MALIA 12’6 x 28” x 7.5” x 253L x 14.2kg 
Art Number: 180.200.126  

Malia



High density foam 
rubber compound 
rails

Diamond pattern 
EVA non-slip

Leash point

High density 
crocodile skin 
EVA foam

Towing eye

Cargo net area

Expansion valve

8mm mast foot screw in

Single US fin 
box 
Supplied with 
plastic 7.5” fin

The Fiji and Levu . . . versatile fun 
Stability 5 Speed 3 Agility 4 

Deep handle recess

3mm PVC deck 
reinforcement

6+4oz fibreglass

4+4oz epoxy underside

Fiji / Levu

6.5m

5.0m

4.5m 3.0m

FIJI 10’9 x 33” x 4.5” x 186.2L x 13.5kg 
Art Number: 180.900.109  
LEVU 12’ x 36” x 4.5” x 224.6L x 14.5kg 
Art Number: 180.900.120



Tri-Fin set up US centre 
box, 2 Future F5 side bites

Leash mount

The Levuka. . . for languid surf days. 

LEVUKA 11’2 x 32.2” x 4.6” x 191L  

Diamond pattern EVA

Smooth EVA

Deep recess handle

Expansion valve

Levuka

Art Number: 180.800.112



Tri Fin Futures F5 Fin Set

Leash mount

Expansion valve

The Cloud Range . . . classic surf lines. 

CLOUD BURST 8’2 x 29.4” x 4.1” x 111L  
CLOUD RISE 8’6 x 30.3 x 4.3” x 125L  
CLOUD NINE 9’2 x 31.5” x 4.4” x 145.8L

Diamond EVA (image shows smooth skin)

Extra deep quick-grab handle recess

Stomp pad

Clouds

Art Number: 180.400.082 Cloud Burst 
Art Number: 180.400.086 Cloud Rise  
Art Number: 180.400.092 Cloud Nine



Leash mount

Squab New Wave . . . ride the world. 
SQUAB NEW WAVE 7’2 x 27.7” x 3.9” x 98.9L  
SQUAB NEW WAVE 7’6 x 29” x 4.1” x 113L 
SQUAB NEW WAVE 7’10 x 30.3” x 4.3” x 129L 
 

Double carbon tape 
stringers deck and 
underside

Extra deep quick-
grab handle recess

Stomp pad

Deck 4oz + 
Vector Net over 
wrapped around 
rails

Underside double 4oz + 
white innegra wrapped 
around rails

Squab New Wave

Art Number: 180,500,072 7’2  
Art Number: 180,500,076 7’6  
Art Number: 180,500,071 7’10



STEALTH by name and nature . . .
17’6 x 24” x 8.8” x 317L  

Stealth 17’6 Unlimited
The pinnacle of SUP sport, has to be the unparalleled performance that 
can be had from a board unrestricted by rules, permitting the design 
team to unleash their creativity. The Stealth is for the aficionado, the 
purest who appreciates the finer things in life and form and function 
personified, where there are no boundaries.

• Featuring the bow design of our super sleek and fast Vortex, we’ve 
held a semi-displaced form for as long as possible ensuring highly 
efficient water run off and lowered drag, followed by a flattening in the 
mid section, faring into a subtle vee and pin tail exit with marginally 
reversed angular finishing.

• A stand in area, lowers the paddlers centre of gravity and features x 2 
sets of scuppers (drain holes) and our unique foot activated steering 
mechanism.

• Supplied with 7” race/weed carbon fin.

Stand by for some record breaking feats with this incredible 
masterpiece of design.

Art Number: 180.300.176



INTERCEPTOR for wind and water . . .
17’6 x 24.3” x 8.4” x 367L  

Interceptor 17’6 Unlimited
The pinnacle of SUP sport has to be the unparalleled performance that can be had from a board 
unrestricted by rules, permitting the design team to unleash their creativity. The Interceptor is for 
the aficionado, the purest who appreciates the finer things in life and form and function 
personified, where there are no boundaries.

Since the inception of the sport, paddling downwind has been a primary driver of amongst many 
of the world’s best paddlers - ocean paddling, chasing ocean wave and swell brings some of the 
most rewarding and memorable moments you can experience in catching wave after wave.

• To stand on top or within has been the subject of much debate and for the most part it comes 
down to personal preference. From perspective, we wanted to offer a clutter free space, that was 
free from issues of swamping, ease of re-mounting in the case of a fall and freedom to take 
advantage of the deck space. 

• Our team riders voted this was their preferred option and while this view may be going a little 
against current trend, there’s no question, the open decked design option remains a ‘Classic’ and 
while we’re all about setting trends, we’re also not always about following them either. 

• A super smooth ride is offered in our Interceptor 17’6 with foot operated steering mechanism, 
with attention to maintaining a super fast semi displaced forward section to keep you moving in 
the slow sections and troughs, extending back into a stable underfoot paddling area and aft into 
the planning area. Soft forward rails prevent unwanted ‘tracking’ and ‘tripping’ gradually 
hardening up to give the bite you need to ride down the line.

Art Number: 180.321.176


